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Hi Frogs,

We’ve been busy working hard in Frog Class this week haven’t we? We made our tube 
superheroes and everyone did such a good job at using their scissors safely and correctly. 
We’ve also been sharing our ideas about what we’d like to be when we grow up. There 
are more photos on our class page on the website. In mini maths we’ve been learning 
about repeating patterns and we found that it was easier to continue a pattern when we 
say the pattern out loud. We’ve also been writing lots of Phase 4 words in phonics. We 
are getting much better at hearing all 4 sounds in each word. I can’t believe there are 
only 2 more weeks left with you all in Frog Class. We’ve got lots more fun activities 
planned for the last couple of weeks so see you then!

Mrs Capetti



It’s been lots of fun in Frog Class this 
week. I thought about what I wanted 
to be when I grow up. I decided that 
I’d like to be a footballer. The grown 
ups are always so impressed with my 
amazing football skills in the 
playground. I did a superhero colour 
by number and had to work out some 
addition and subtraction sums to 
determine the colours I needed. I also 
made a tube superhero and enjoyed 
building with the wooden blocks. 



Take a look at some of my super learning. I 
counted backwards from 10-1 and ordered 
my Numicon and numerals. I enjoyed 
making my tube superhero. We watched 
Miss Finn’s video on our class website page 
and followed her instructions. I also chose 
to make a snowman and a bow and arrow 
in Discovery Time. 



Now let’s see what I’ve been doing. 
I enjoyed making my tube 
superhero. I used lots of blue paper 
and I made sure my superhero had 
a big smiley face. I also told the 
class that I’d like to be a builder 
when I grow up. Can you see the 
builders hat that I’m wearing in my 
drawing?



Would you like to see my brilliant 
learning? I made my very own kite. 
Now we need a windy day so I can 
try and fly it! I’ve also been having 
lots of fun using the iPad to take 
some photos in the wild life area. I 
enjoyed making some art work for 
the nature gallery in the Hive and I 
made and painted some salt dough 
flowers. 



Take a look at some of my learning. I’ve 
been playing with the Magnetix 
construction and seeing how long I can 
make my model. I’ve been working so hard 
in phonics and I’m able to write Phase 4 
words all by myself, even words that 
contain digraphs. I also told the class that 
I’d like to be a footballer when I grow up. 



Have a look at some of my brilliant 
learning. I’ve been learning the names of 
different shapes and have practised 
drawing them. I also wanted to make some 
Indian pancakes which I topped with honey 
and banana. I’ve been doing lots of phonics 
and have been writing words using my 
sounds. 


